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Introduction
A Road Trip is perfect for a variety of reasons if you are in a band. It’s an incredible experience. For many artists it’s a
once in a lifetime experience taking them out of their comfort zones and into the world of the unknown. Once you
are road worthy, the question to ask first is WHY.
What is the reason for going on the road in the first place? Are you promoting your CD? Are you raising money for a
charity? Are you on a personal mission to perform in as many places as you can in one month? Or are you just
wanting to build your chops and your reach? For whatever reason you are going on the road make sure you have a
clear strategy in place to promote and leverage it. For many artists there will not be a luxury transport option nor
will there be a dependable Tour Manager to handle everything.
Nine times out of Ten, once the gigs are booked and the publicity campaign strategy is in place, you will be handling
everything yourself. This guide will help you get prepared.
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Be Gig Ready
So going on the road should be free and easy. You can just wing it right? Well I guess you could try but thinking like
that will keep your business and your act very small and local and reactive. It takes much preparation to set up a
Road Trip of any consequence. It will cost you in every area of your life. So to maximize the experience and minimize
the cost, be Gig Ready!
The first place to start is to set up your Artist Riders. These are the business documents that every professional artist
uses to communicate to
the Promoter,
the Agent, the Venue,
and the Publicist –
in fact anyone involved at any
level of your Road Trip
gigs.
This is where you
very clearly demonstrate
everything that you will be
delivering PLUS note everything
that you will need.
Your circumstances are always changing so if you update
these documents every three months you can ensure
that all the information you provide is accurate. Keep these documents clean professional looking and bureau
friendly.
With the information in these Riders, it is much simpler for your various Road Trip stakeholders to
support every one of your gigs. Here is a basic Riders list below:








Crew List – Full Names, Mobiles, Positions for every single person involved in your Road Trip
Hospitality
Technical – Production, Backline, Input List, Stage Plot, Production and Staging Requirements
Accommodation
Air Fare including Excess Baggage
OHS including Copy of current Public Liability Insurance Certificate and Work Method Statement
Publicity – High Resolution Press Shot, Road Trip Presser, Website, SM Links, Tour Campaign outline and
Promotional Partners Introduction

Gig Fit
To survive your Road Trip, you need to create and maintain a Health and Fitness regime for your Band. Check out
our guide by clicking here. It is designed to start you on the road to creating a health and fitness regime specifically
for you and your act so you can get the most out of your voice and energy and ultimately your business.
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Time Management
For some people the prospect of working in the Music Industry is extremely attractive as it appears like you get to be
creative and free to just go with the flow and not be constrained by the restrictions that normal business has. Going
on a Road Trip takes you out of your home comfort zone and puts you into the time zone of a whole new revolving
door set of networks, stakeholders and communities. You will not survive this trip without a very clear Time
Management structure.
To even commence a project like this you must be able to sit down with your Agent with your calendar and your
calculator and coordinate a variety of moving parts into one single tour. To book gigs on a tour it takes much
logistical skill to engineer the metrics of driving time, inclement weather, transport challenges, interview schedules,
box office, stage, production, support bands, accommodation etc.
Once you have your plan in place you need to factor in a decent two hours each day for contingencies. Who will
manage this? Who will oversee each day’s activities to stay on track and meet each daily schedule benchmark?
It won’t happen by itself and many bands have broken up because of long steaming resentment by that one reliable
steadfast band member who typically looks after Time Management for years and struggles to get everyone else to
understand how important it is. It totally sucks being that person so I suggest you roster this position amongst the
entire band. Yes you all have your strengths and weaknesses but you need to manage and value your time to not
only survive but thrive in your music business. So don’t burn one person to look after this. Share the responsibility
and let the mutually agreed schedule do all the heavy lifting.

Do Your Homework
Don’t waste the massive fuel cost and do your homework before you hit the road. I’ve heard many people say over
the years “Oh we are just going to make it up as we go along and see what the road brings to us.” And typically those
people return from the road substantially poorer, rather beaten and exhausted.
These days you have access to all the information you need on line, so do your homework.
Check out the local radio station, the local hang outs and the local community centres to find out what people are
doing. Know what is happening in the region by checking out the Shire Council website and local newspaper and
magazines. What is a massive challenge for the local community at the moment? Which local charity or community
group needs a bit of additional assistance? Are there any local schools? Do they have a choir who would love to
perform with you guys on a Saturday in a local park? Talk to the music teacher. Is there a local Music Shop? See if
you can do a free unplugged set at the store and promote their products. Gyms? Ask if you can email them a flyer to
put up on their notice board or ad on their website. Offer a discount for members. Talk to the venue and find out
what the demographic is and what type of music they like. Talk to any local bands that play there regularly. Connect
with the locals, get into THEIR groove and create a party event they will never forget.
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Working with (out) a Net
Networking is key in the music business no more so than when you are on the road. Your Tour Team needs to work
together as one organism all working towards the same end goal. The bottom line for everyone is to create an
opportunity for fans to buy tickets to your shows, hang out in the venues to eat, drink and be merry while they are
there. That’s what your live show is – an opportunity for people to connect and celebrate. So get to know everyone
on your Tour Team from the Support Bands to the Production Crew to the Promoters and Venue Managers and Staff
to the local Music Shops, local businesses, community, media and fans. The pit is quite literally bottomless when it
comes to concepts and ideas that you can create to bring people together.
Get to know the band that will be opening for you. Offer to help them get a gig in your city, and offer to open for
them when they do. Ask them to help you promote the show (put up posters, etc.) and let them know you'll return
the favour when they come down to your city. It's great to have a network of "sister bands." You always have a place
to stay and friendly people to hang with. They enjoy the same benefit when they visit your town.
• Create Band Nights
• Support a Local Cause
• Share the Cost of Publicity
• Build a Culture Together
• Symbiotic Sales Teams – recommend instruments from a Music Store in exchange for their
recommendation to customers to buy your tickets and CDs.
Everyone on your Tour Team is focused on
reaching as many people as possible.
Allocate a generous slice of Tickets, CDs
and Merchandise for Giveaways.
Get to know the locals around all your gigs
and tours. Make friends, offer to do a free
song or have a live chat in air to giveaway
branded CDS, Tickets and Merch
Visit Local Music Stores
Visit Local TV, Print, Radio stations and
offer interviews. Give them something to
talk about.
Research the Local Fan Hang Outs in
advance and make an Appearance
Contact Local Schools and offer to give a
talk to the students about your experience
in the Music Industry.
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Houston we have a Problem
What could possibly go wrong on your Road Trip? Anything and everything. So you better be ready for it.
Start with the Tour Vehicle. If you’re not renting, make sure to get your van, car, or bus serviced. Check the oil,
brakes, tyres and pack a car survival kit just in case.
Add RACQ and BOM apps to your phone. Make sure your phone plan has a healthy data connection in the region you
are travelling in so you can access Google Maps when you get lost.
Pack a Tour Kit containing strings, gaff, cables, batteries, mics,
picks, sticks, extension leads, power boards, stationary, tape,
staples, pens and of course a first aid kit.
Plan and budget for a Tour Kitty. Have a financial back up with
members savings paid into a special tour account to cover
unseemly costs.
Establish a Band Emergency Plan: Who does what when? Talk
about every worst case scenario possible and plan for it with
your very own Band Survival Kit. Nominate one member to
check in with all venues along the way. Talk about what you
will do when whatever happens to you.
Have a backup plan and be flexible – shit always happens on the road. Be prepared to adjust accordingly.

Backing Up
We have all done it. The first Road Trip is exciting. You get to hang out with your band mates, travel to new places,
play music together and party all night. Sounds like fun right?
Well it can be if you learn how to back up and moderate.
Picture this. You have been driving all day. You finally arrive in the town where you are gigging that night. It takes
four hours to load in, set up, sound check and create the stage for the show. You finish just in time to check into the
accommodation, shower and change and throw down your dinner. Returning to the venue, you are busy behind the
scenes, tuning instruments, creating set lists, checking in with Management, organising your Merch table,
monitoring audience numbers via your TM at the Box Office, connecting with fans and building your local community
networks. The support act finishes and you are on! Lights, Curtain, Action! The show is energetic, you deal with
whatever hiccups occur with the dirty power, the pitchy fold back as the singer loses their voice. Show is over and
you connect with your fans at the Merch table, balance the books with the Promoter and TM, pack down and load
out. Your next gig is at the next town 300 km away. So after a couple of ales to calm you down while you debrief
from the gig, it’s off to bed to prepare for an early start the next day.
Generally there is no time for a hangover or for illness. You find this out pretty quickly when you fail to back up at
the next gig. So keep a handle on your ability to back up while you are on the road.
Your gigs depend on it!
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Get Organised
Use this Road Trip schedule to keep yourselves on track. Enjoy the ride!

12 Weeks Out








Crew List – Full Names, Mobiles, Positions for every single person involved in your Road Trip
Hospitality
Technical – Production, Backline, Input List, Stage Plot, Production and Staging Requirements
Accommodation
Air Fare including Excess Baggage
OHS including Copy of current Public Liability Insurance Certificate and Work Method Statement
Publicity – High Resolution Press Shot, Road Trip Presser, Website, SM Links, Tour Campaign outline and
Promotional Partners Introduction

8 Weeks Out
Provide these for your Agent:
 Ticket Template
 Publicity Plan clearly outlining the Publicity Activities that you will be conducting for your tour – on line and
local live and organic.
 Digital Posters - Tour Specific – Email to your Booker to be shared with Venues and their communities.
Provide to your Publicist to send out to regional media per gig:
 Latest EPK
 Tour Presser
 Product Giveaways - CDs or Merchandise
 Digital Poster per Tour
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6 Weeks Out
There is nothing worse than realizing after the gig that every hotel in town is booked because of the state girls’
soccer tournament down the street. Better get this sorted asap!
 Book your Accommodation
 Book your Tour Van
 Book Production Lighting and Engineer

4 Weeks Out
Get Stage Ready and Rehearse, Rehearse, Rehearse. Come up with some local regional flavour to add to your show
that will appeal to each particular audience. Organise set lists and have some surprises up your sleeves.

Two Week Countdown
Set up the Tour Book. Yes an Actual Physical Book that you can touch, smell and feel. On the Road anything can
happen so you need to be prepared for anything. Keep a backup on your I Phone and Laptop.














Contracts
Worksheets
Budgets
Maps – if you lose phone signal on the road you are screwed otherwise
Contact Lists
Signed Tour Authority
Copy of current Public Liability Insurance Certificate
Work Method Statement + OHS Policy
Hospitality Rider
Production Rider
Stage Plot
Staging Requirements
Performance Requirements
 Accommodation Specs
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7 Sleeps and Countin
 Check out the Tour Vehicle.
 If you’re not renting, make sure to get your van, car, or bus serviced. Check the oil, brakes, tyres and pack a
car survival kit just in case.
 Plan your days in advance.
 Agree on waking and travel times to avoid grumpy early mornings.
 Plan your Road Trip set list on whatever iPods you bring.
 Load up on music options that everyone enjoys. Plan an ebb and flow to match the road trip moods.
 Pack a Tour Kit: strings, gaff, cables, batteries, mics, picks, sticks, extension leads, power boards, stationary,
tape, staples, pens and of course a first aid kit.
 Pack a Goodies Kit: T shirts, CDs, Merchandise – get creative and give gifts away that people will never
forget!
 Pack your Comfort Kit: Pillows, Sleeping Bags, Towels, Shampoo, Conditioner, Soap, Mugs, Your Favourite
Coffee, Tea or Hot Chocolate, Spare Keys, Mobile Phone Charger, Sunglasses and a backup Credit Card.
 The Tour Kitty: Have a financial back up with members savings paid into a special tour account to cover
unseemly costs.
 Check in with all venues in advance. Have a backup plan and be flexible – shit always happens on the road.
Be prepared to adjust accordingly.

On the Road
 PR - Make Friends everywhere you go.
 Visit local music stores, local media and local hang outs and do an unplugged surprise concert. Give away T
Shirts and CDs from your Goodies Kit at every gig and interview.
 Be flexible for media and be available and keen to try anything.
 Collect Social Media friends – add and follow them at the Gig. Create fun ways to entice your new fans to
share your posts and build your fan army.
 Stick to your Money Plan – save and budget!
 Eat healthy. Buy fruit and vegies and healthy snacks to save money and keep you gig fit.
 Check in regularly with family and friends so they know where you are
 Video and Photograph everything for your Tour Documentary
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About Us
Established in 1990 by Manny Kyriakidis and Nichola Burton, The Pushworth Group is an Australian full-service
agency encompassing bookings, tours, event management, web design, marketing and publicity, artist roster has
been home to Grammy, ARIA and APRA award winners for more than two decades. As one of the most respected
and longest run agencies in the country, Pushworth has played a fundamental role in Australian events and the
careers of entertainers for over 26 years.
Our passion is to build Business with you.
This is the bottom line when working with Venues, Pubs, Clubs, Festivals or Performing Artists Businesses. Whether a
suburban pub or an inner city nightclub, a regional hotel or a music festival, a corporate function or a private party.
Whether emerging or established, whether big or small, whether it is to earn money playing someone else’s music
OR to perform your own music – it doesn’t matter. We love to work with people of all types to build and develop
their business for the long term -whether it is a place where music can be heard and seen OR the music itself.
There are many sides to business in this industry as in every industry. Its takes a massive vision, a good solid plan, a
competent hard working team and a whole swag of strategies to hold firm to the Vision YOU have for your Venue
Culture, Event or your Music. Ranging from international tours to working with pubs and clubs to utilize
entertainment more effectively in their marketing campaigns, corporate to community events, web design and
publicity campaigns; Pushworth’s boutique stable of services are among the country’s most in-demand. Our Team
covers four different generations with each team member in their own right bringing a wealth of industry knowledge
and experience to the Pushworth table for the benefit of our clients. We offer a continuity of market knowledge and
experience unmatched by any other entertainment service company in Queensland.

Stay Tuned In
Stay ahead of the game in the Music Industry and sign up to our newsletter and follow us on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
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NOTICE
This is a free promotional book for www.pushworth.com subscribers. You do NOT have resale rights for this book.
You do NOT have on forward rights for this book. We will take aggressive legal action against anyone violating these
terms. If you have received this book from anywhere other than www.pushworth.com, please report it to
manny@pushworth.com immediately.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The author and publisher disclaim liability regarding any loss or risk incurred as a direct, or indirect, consequence of
the application and usage of any of the contents within this guide.

COPYRIGHT
Those who have received or purchased the guide are neither authorized nor permitted to transmit copies of this
guide to anyone without written permission. Giving away copies to people who haven’t subscribed for them is illegal
under international copyright laws and will submit you to possible legal action. Therefore, the utilization of this file is
limited to personal use only.

TERMS + DISCLAIMER
By using, viewing, and interacting with this guide or the www.pushworth.com website, you agree to all terms of
engagement, thus assuming complete responsibility for your own actions. The author and publisher will not be held
liable or claim accountability for any loss. The information contained in this site is for general information only, and
is not to be taken as a substitute for specific advice from a Legal consultant. Given the changing nature of laws and
regulations, and the specific nature of their application, information contained herein should be used for guidance
only. www.pushworth.com takes no responsibility for the outcome. Use, view, and interact with these resources at
your own risk. All products from www.pushworth.comand its related companies are strictly for informational
purposes only. While all attempts have been made to verify the accuracy of information provided on our website
and within the publications, neither the author nor the publisher are responsible for assuming liability for possible
inaccuracies. The author and publisher disclaim any responsibility for the inaccuracy of the content, including but not
limited to errors or omissions.
By choosing to use the information made available within any of our publications, you agree to indemnify, defend,
and hold harmless the authors, publishers, and any other related companies from all claims (whether valid or
invalid), judgments, suits, proceedings, losses, damages, and costs or expenses of any nature whatsoever that result
from the use or misuse of any information provided.
The information provided may need to be downloaded using third party software, such as Acrobat or Flash Player.
It’s the user’s responsibility to install the software necessary to view such information. Any downloads, whether
purchased or given for free from our website, related websites, or hosting systems, are done at the user’s own risk.
No warranty is given that websites are free of corrupting computer codes, viruses or worms.
All www.pushworth.com information is intended for adults above the age of 18 years only. If you are a minor, you
can use this service only with permission and guidance from your parents or guardians.

